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New owner to reopen
Enstrom Helicopter
by Mark Huber
Enstrom Helicopter has a new
owner. An ownership group that
includes the owners of Midlothian,
Texas-based MidTex Aviation has
entered into an asset purchase
agreement to acquire substantially all of the assets of Enstrom

Helicopter and plans to reopen
it in mid-April, it was announced
yesterday at Heli-Expo 2022. Customer service could be restored
earlier via Enstrom’s existing
repair station certificate, perhaps
later this month.
The asset purchase agreement
was approved on Tuesday by the

Kaman Aerospace brought its Kargo
UAV mockup to Heli-Expo. Powered
by a Rolls RR300 turboshaft, the
four-rotor Kargo folds into a 20-foot
cargo container and can carry up
to 800 pounds.

U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the
Western District of Michigan as
part of Enstrom’s Chapter 7 process. After 64 years of near-continuous operation and building
1,300 helicopters, Enstrom filed
for bankruptcy in January and
said it would liquidate. MidTex
continues on page 4
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StableLight autopilot
demoed in AS350
by Jerry Siebenmark
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IAN WHELAN

Monday departing from the Kay
Bailey Hutchison Convention
StandardAero (Booth 2417) and Center vertiport, Thales test pilots
Thales brought a working exam- James Sleigh and Nicolas Couder
ple of their soon-to-be-certified demonstrated to AIN the autoStableLight four-axis autopilot pilot’s capabilities, including the
for the Airbus AS350/H125 light StableClimb flight attitude recovsingle this week to Heli-Expo. ery and terrain pull-up, as well as
The autopilot marks the culmi- hands-off, feet-off flight modes.
At Heli-Expo, StandardAero demonstrated the StableLight four-axis autonation of a multiple-year project
In one instance, the pilots pilot for the AS350, which it developed in partnership with Thales.
between the MRO provider and engaged the autopilot’s automatic approach function to helicopter programs, said the
the French avionics specialist.
StandardAero performs heavy
Lancaster
Regional Airport out- AS350 is a helicopter StandardAero maintenance on the type and has
Mounted on a test AS350 in
white livery bearing the compa- side Dallas, which ended in a has been working on for decades, developed deep expertise and
nies’ names and the StableLight 50-foot hover.
due in part to its helicopter unit’s capabilities because of its history
brand across the tail boom, the
Sleigh compared StableLight previous ownership, Vector Aero- with the AS350.
autopilot offers control of the to having a second pilot aboard space, which at one point was
“So for us, it was really second
helicopter’s pitch, roll, yaw, and during single-pilot operations, owned by the type’s OEM, Airbus.
nature to apply Thales’s compact
collective in a compact form for thereby increasing safety and
“It’s also a very common aircraft autopilot system technology to
the long-lived helicopter origi- decreasing pilot workload.
in the regions where we are, so we that airframe,” Blagborne added.
nally known as the AStar.
Christian Blagborne, Standard- see a lot of these aircraft come “This is new technology in autoAero
technical sales manager for through every year,” he explained. pilot systems that Thales has
During a demonstration flight
developed, so essentially they
have compacted what was previously quite a few more parts
into a smaller system that’s more
capable of being installed in
light helicopters.”
Pricing for StableLight has yet
to be determined, according to
Blagborne. It is expected to cost
more than other light helicopter autopilots but still be economical for operators. “This is a
transport-category-level autopilot for a light-helicopter budget,”
he explained.
StableLight supplemental
type certification from the FAA
is expected in the third quarter,
with EASA and Transport Canada
certification anticipated to follow
shortly thereafter. Following HeliExpo 2022, Sleigh and Couder will
take the StableLight-equipped
helicopter on a customer demonstration tour of the Western states,
Although the people who were planning to staff the Ukraine Helicopters booth weren’t able to travel due to the
with stops planned for Colorado,
Russia-Ukraine conflict, Heli-Expo attendees wrote well wishes and posted them on a Ukrainian flag raised in the
Arizona, California, Oregon, and
charter company’s otherwise empty booth as a gesture of solidarity and support.
Washington.
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by Mark Huber

good customer service, it is hard
to sell your next helicopter. People speak. They want references.
If people have AOGs, they are
not going to be a good reference.
Taking care of our past takes care
of our future as far as new sales.”
Under Carr’s leadership, managers were empowered to be
more entrepreneurial, and a customer “SWAT” team was set up

MD Helicopters (Booth 9554) is
on track to deliver approximately
24 helicopters this year, closely
matching its 2021 performance.
The estimate includes a memorandum of understanding the OEM
recently signed with Texas dealer
Trinity Aviation to take 15 helicopters over the next five years.
The Mesa, Arizona OEM has
spent the better part of the last
two years focused on improving product support and quality,
investing $24 million for a larger
parts inventory, bettering its
forecasting abilities, and applying the automotive industry process of Kaizen, or continuous
improvement.
These results have paid off,
according to CEO Alan Carr, who
joined MD in 2020. The past-due
backlog was reduced by 37 percent and fill rates improved from
the mid-80 percent range to 92
percent. “Customer satisfaction Having invested $24 milllion in product support and quality during the past
has gone up,” Carr said. “Without two years, MD Helicopters is seeing reduced backlogs and higher fill rates.
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MD Helicopter sales,
support improving

to improve coordination between
the supply team, operations, and
programs “to get to the source
of the problem as to where customer service was falling down,”
he said. Product modernization
programs for the MD902 twin
and MD600 single were shelved
in favor of concentrating on its
MD500-series singles, which Carr
calls “our bread and butter.
“It has almost a cult-following
and loyalty to it,” Carr said of the
500 series. “You get up in it and
you know what this is—the HarleyDavidson of the sky.”
The Taliban takeover of
Afghanistan ended MD’s large

and lucrative “indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity” (IDIQ)
U.S. military contract there, but
Carr said MD managed to get
all of its personnel safely out of
the country before the American
withdrawal. And MD has still
delivered militarized helicopters via IDIQ to other countries,
including Lebanon and Kenya, as
well as making additional foreign
military sales outside the IDIQ to
forces such as Malaysia, where it
recently delivered six helicopters.
Altogether, even after Afghanistan, military sales account for 50
percent of MD deliveries.
Concurrently, MD is putting
more energy into the civil market
where it has logged recent sales to
a variety of police, utility, and private operators. It is selling more
$1.2 million 530E to 530F model
conversion packages and the
company is continuing to make
product improvements to new
production helicopters, including
a “slimline” glass panel avionics
package that provides better forward visibility. A new, base 530E is
priced around $2.7 million.
MD’s employee headcount is
above 250 and the company is
hiring. “The company looks a lot
different than it did two years ago,”
Carr said.

FreeFlight develops drop-in 5G radar altimeter solution
FreeFlight Systems (Booth 8239) has developed a drop-in 5G interference mitigation
solution for its RA-4000 and RA-4500 radar
altimeters (radalts). The company’s new
RA-4500 Mark II upgrade uses the existing wiring, structural, and antenna provisions already
on the aircraft, and is available for all customer
installations. RA-4000 and RA-4500 radalts
have been installed in more than 5,000 aircraft.
AT&T and Verizon 5G wireless signals in
the 3.7- to 3.98-GHz range bump up against
radar/radio altimeters in the 4.2- to 4.4-GHz
range, causing those altimeters to give
potentially false readings to pilots and the

various aircraft systems they support. While
wireless carriers are working with the FAA to
mitigate interference at the nation’s busiest
airports, helicopters—which frequently operate in non-airport environments—remain
particularly susceptible to this interference.
“To address the restrictions imposed by
the published FAA ADs, we recommend
existing RA-4000 and RA-4500 customers
to upgrade to the RA-4500 MK II to mitigate
the effects of 5G infrastructure to continued
flight operations,” said FreeFlight president
Anthony Rios. “We will support our customers in navigating the alternative means

of compliance submission process with
data, expertise, and collateral materials as
needed in the process.”
FreeFlight noted that “many currently
fielded radalts including the RA-4000 and
RA-4500 have been found to be susceptible
to incorrect altitude readings due to C-band
5G interference.” Those altimeters were
designed and certified between 2008 and
2009—long before the effects of 5G interference were known. The company’s new
RA-5500 and RA-6500 mitigate 5G and other
radio frequency interference with internal filtering and digital signal processing.
M.H.
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by Jerry Siebenmark
Engine repair specialist Ozark
Aeroworks and Canadian MRO
and leasing company Eagle Copters (Booth 10960) have acquired
the type certificate and intellectual property of the T53 turboshaft engine from Honeywell
Aerospace, the Springfield, Missouri-based company announced
on Wednesday at Heli-Expo. The
deal enables Ozark to continue to
support and maintain the more
than 50-year-old family of engines
that power the Bell UH-1H Huey,
Huey II, and AH-1H Cobra, as well
as Kaman’s K-Max and Bell 204,
205B, and 210 helicopters.
“It’s a long, very successful history on the T53 engine, and we’re
proud to be associated with that,”
said Ozark president and CEO Ken
Essary. Eagle CEO Mike O’Reilly
“and I personally have been working on and around this engine for
well over 40 years. So, the engine
means a lot to us.” There are about
1,800 T53s and its variants in use
by the Air Force, foreign militaries,
and civil operators, he said.
For more than 30 years Eagle
used T53 engines on its leased fleet
and overhauled them but made the
decision seven years ago to close
the engine line, O’Reilly explained,
and move the overhaul work to
Ozark. “We are now the proud
owners of that engine line,” he said.
“And we look very much forward to
improving a number of things on
that front.” Essary explained that
Eagle provided financial and contractual support for the T53 deal.
With the type certificate in
hand, Eagle and Ozark will use
the opportunity to increase the
reliability of the T53’s carbon

seals and, through discussions
with customers, implement best
practices into the engine’s maintenance manual, Essary said. They
may also consider manufacturing
new T53s, although there is no
immediate plan for that, he added.
Eagle also will provide engineering
support for the T53, as will Ozark,
which Essary said plans to expand
its in-house engineering team.

Enstrom
continued from page 1

(Booth 8206) expects to operate the helicopter manufacturer
through a new entity, Enstrom
Aerospace Industries.
“We are extremely excited
about acquiring these assets,
restarting the former Enstrom
facility, and expanding the scope
of the business,” said MidTex
principal Ken Griffin, who owns
an Enstrom helicopter. “We
already have a number of former
Enstrom employees working with
us on a contract basis. After closing, we expect to make job offers
to a substantial number of former
Enstrom employees.”
The new company’s first priority will be providing product
support to existing customers
while continuing to work on FAA
approval of a crash-resistant fuel
system for its new-build model
480B turbine single. Crash-resistant fuel tanks became mandatory
in 2020.
A long-standing Enstrom
employee told AIN that the
company had been working with
Safran on that system and that it
was “80 percent there.” He said
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Eagle Copters, Ozark
Aero partner on T53
type certificate buy
Ozark Aeroworks and Eagle Copters are bolstering support for the T53
turboshaft engine after partnering to buy the engine’s type certificate.
Also partnering with Ozark and
Eagle on T53 support are aircraft
aftermarket parts manufacturer
Extex Engineering and parts distributor Norcatec.
At the same time, Ozark has

begun moving to a larger facility
in Springfield. The 73,000-sq-ft
building replaces its 38,000-sq-ft
facility, and the move is expected
to be completed by the fourth
quarter, Essary said.

similar work had yet to begin on
Enstrom’s piston models but that
those helicopters were a lower
priority as almost all are sold into
the export market, which is not
governed by the U.S. standard.
The new Enstrom Aerospace
Industries will provide parts and
support to existing owners, and
eventually resume manufacturing new helicopters, according to
Michael Dixon, former Enstrom

managing director of support,
who had left the company in 2018.
In addition, the new company
plans to expand into providing
engineering services and component manufacturing for other
OEMs and will offer services to
the nascent eVTOL/advanced air
mobility industry.
Upon closing, MidTex will
acquire all of the former Enstrom
parts, owned aircraft, tooling,
materials, drawings, intellectual
property, factory buildings, and
airport lease. “We’ll be going
after all our markets pretty hard,”
he said.
Dixon, who is also aviation manager for MidTex, said
acquiring the helicopter OEM’s
assets was “just too good of an
opportunity to pass up.” He
added that Enstrom Aerospace
Industries will remain in the
company’s historic Menominee, Michigan location. “The
Enstrom know-how is in Michigan,” he said. “We want to be a
leader in this industry.”
A source close to the transaction told AIN, “The court and
the [bankruptcy trustee] realized
Enstrom had more value as a going
concern” as opposed to being liquidated for its component parts.

Enstrom’s new owners are resuming
product support and plan to restart
production of the iconic helicopter.
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Rolls-Royce’s
First Network has
added five new
repair facilities,
which are authorized to work on
engines like this
M250 turboshaft.

Rolls-Royce
appoints new
First members
by Mark Huber
Rolls-Royce (Booth 2817) has announced the
appointment of five more new First—fully
integrated Rolls-Royce support team—Network-authorized repair facilities for RR300
as well as M250 turboshaft engines.

They include AvidAir of Grain Valley, Missouri; Precision Aviation Group (Booth 8834)
unit Keystone Turbine Services of Coatesville,
Pennsylvania; Airborne Engines of Delta, British Columbia; Arrow Aviation of Broussard,
Louisiana; and National Airways of Gauteng,
South Africa. They are part of a network of more
than 30 Rolls-Royce-approved service centers.
“These strong First Network members
help enhance our global network of authorized maintenance providers, giving operators the maximum level of flexibility and
competition for local service and support on
their Rolls-Royce helicopter engines,” said
Scott Cunningham, Rolls-Royce’s program
director for helicopters.

Astronautics AeroSync
picked for Airbus H125/H130
by Mark Huber
Astronautics’s AeroSync wireless airborne
communications systems—AeroSync Mission
and AeroSync Max—will be the standard-fit
connectivity solution for Airbus H125s and
H130s entering service beginning in late 2022
and early 2023, respectively. Astronautics
(Booth 4312) is demonstrating the system this
week at Heli-Expo.
AeroSync is a secure, wireless data transmission system that provides high-speed
flight, mission, and maintenance data export
and storage services to enhance Airbus’s
Flight Analyser and FlyScan fleet-monitoring
connected services. AeroSync collects data
throughout the flight, and that data is then
available for fleet monitoring on landing.
For example, in air ambulance applications

AeroSync Mission can stream patient cardiac
data from Phillips’s Tempus Pro AED monitor to its Corsium data transfer solution. The
booth demo simulates real-time data transmission between air and ground.
FAA-TSO approved, AeroSync can stream
mission data and video between aircraft and
ground from any external device. It also meets
FAA and EASA security standards. “The flight
crew and passengers remain connected to the
ground,” said Astronautics director of connected aircraft solutions Matt Frei.
“Adding the option for in-flight cabin connectivity adds a broadband capability that
connects up to 10 client devices; offers worldwide, affordable data services; and a Wi-Fi
access point extending up to 400 feet from the
aircraft for mission connection on the ground
and in the air,” he said.
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Garmin foresees
FAA certification
for GI 275 in March
FAA STC approval for Garmin’s GI 275 electronic flight instrument in Part 27 helicopters is imminent, the avionics manufacturer
said this week at Heli-Expo. The GI 275
uses a common 3.125-inch flight instrument size, allowing convenient installation
while preserving existing instrument panels. When installed as a primary attitude
indicator, the instrument offers improved
reliability, potential weight savings, and
reduced maintenance compared to vacuum-driven attitude indicators.

“The GI 275 electronic flight instrument
can provide helicopter owners and operators an impressive amount of information in a lightweight and compact design
that’s easy to incorporate into a variety
of panels,” said Carl Wolf, v-p of aviation
sales and marketing for Garmin (Booth
8234). “It’s an economical and scalable
approach to upgrade your avionics, and
we look forward to making this versatile
touchscreen flight display available on
even more rotorcraft soon.”
Optional helicopter synthetic vision
technology overlays a 3D topographic view
of terrain, traffic, obstacles, powerlines, airport signposts, and more within the display.
The instrument also can display outside air
temperature, groundspeed, true airspeed,
and wind information. It can share GPS
position and backup attitude information
to the Garmin Pilot mobile application.
Garmin plans to soon make the GI 275
available for installation on some FAA-registered Part 27 helicopters, including the
Bell 206. Additional approvals for the Airbus AS350 series and Robinson models
are expected later this year.
D.P.

NEWS CLIPS
Rotortrade Opens in Florida
Rotortrade (Booth 10245) recently broke
ground on its second office in the U.S. at the
Treasure Coast International Airport in Fort
Pierce, Florida. With a combined 10,000 sq
ft of hangar and office space, the new facility
will have sufficient room to perform in-house
teardowns on customer aircraft and serve multiple markets, including Florida, Puerto Rico, and
the Bahamas.
Chris Marsh will be based at the new office
and is the sales manager for the region.
Rotortrade is a global helicopter dealer and
the sole international distributor of Leonardo’s
preowned aircraft.

Guatemala Fields Upgraded 212
Central American Aviation Services (CAAS)
has upgraded the Guatemalan Air Force’s first
Bell 212 with new Archangel Systems heading
sensors and flight displays. CAAS paired the
ADAHRS system with an Astronautics (Booth
4312) Badger Pro+ integrated primary flight
display as an upgrade package for the Guatemalan helicopters.
Michael Tutt, president of CAAS, said the
cockpit upgrade kit was “a relatively easy decision, given the ease of integration, reliability,
and pedigree of the pairing. Both companies
have met the challenging requirements of the
Guatemalan Air Force and have far exceeded
our original expectations.” Central American
Aviation Services is an approved maintenance
facility located at the La Aurora International
Airport in Guatemala City.

StandardAero Expands Helo MRO
StandardAero’s acquisition last year of Signature Aviation’s engine repair and overhaul
business has expanded the MRO’s helicopter
maintenance capabilities, the company said at
Heli-Expo. With the acquisition, StandardAero (Booth 2417) can provide MRO services
on the M250, RR300, PT6T, T700, and CT7
helicopter engines.
Additionally, the deal provided StandardAero with engine repair facilities in Dallas;
Broomfield, Colorado; and Portsmouth, UK,
providing extra capacity for engine MRO, accessories, and component piece-part repairs.
Other benefits include enhanced operational
efficiency, improved turn times, expanded engineering expertise, increased global and field
service presence, and more global aftermarket
support and services.
a i n o n l i n e . c o m • March 10, 2 0 2 2 • HAI Convention News
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Spirit to build bat-like wing
for CityAirbus NextGen eVTOL

Bell builds backlog
with agreements
for 11 helicopters

Spirit AeroSystems will develop and manufacture
the wings for the CityAirbus NextGen eVTOL at its
facility in Belfast, Ireland.
sports a V-shaped tail and eight electrically
powered propellers as part of its distributed
propulsion system. CityAirbus NextGen is
projected to have a 50-mile range and top
speed of about 75 mph.
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Spirit AeroSystems will develop and manufacture the wings for the CityAirbus NextGen
eVTOL at its facility in Belfast, Ireland, under
a deal announced with Airbus (Booth 7750,
Static S19) yesterday at Heli-Expo. The companies said the goal is to achieve a minimum
weight solution while ensuring the highest
levels of safety.
According to Airbus, the structural concept
of the eVTOL’s fixed wings “will be able to
transmit the related aerodynamic loads while
being optimized for the right balance between
hover and cruise efficiency.” It added that
CityAirbus NextGen’s distributed propulsion
system “will contribute to reducing the influence of air turbulence.”
Airbus unveiled the CityAirbus NextGen design in September, and a prototype
is expected to make its first flight in 2023.
Besides having fixed wings, the aircraft

MARIANO ROSALES

by Chad Trautvetter

Vrgineers brought its reconfigurable Portable Trainer flight simulator and XTAL 3 mixed-reality headset to Heli-Expo to demonstrate its suitability for helicopter pilot training.
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Business has been brisk at Heli-Expo for
Bell (Booth 3117), which has inked purchase agreements for 11 helicopters in
the early part of the show. Five of those
will go to Jet Aviation in Australia, three
to Swiss companies, two to operators in
California, and another to Smarttech in
Prague.
Jet Aviation, Bell’s independent representative for Australia and New Zealand, sold five 407GXi helicopters to
Nautilus Aviation. The company operates a mixed fleet of Bell 206/L4, 505,
407, and 412EP helicopters and it also
is commissioned to customize the five
Nautilus helicopters.
Centaurium Aviation, a Swiss helicopter sales and acquisition company, also expanded its fleet with
the purchase of a Bell 429. The company—which became an independent
representative for Bell in Switzerland
in 2020—supports helicopter pilots,
owners, and operators with a wide
range of services. In addition, another
two Bell 505 purchase agreements
were signed by Swiss customers Heli
Alpin and Heli Academy.
Meanwhile, San Diego Gas and
Electric signed an agreement to buy a
Subaru-Bell 412EPX, adding its first Bell
aircraft to an existing fleet of helicopters
to complete various utility-type missions.
Ventura County, also in California,
signed for a 412EPX for its sheriff’s
department, marking the first public
safety application for the aircraft in North
America. Its new helicopter will be used
for law enforcement, search and rescue,
emergency medical services, and fire
suppression missions.
Smarttech, a provider of solar and
wind power stations, signed a purchase agreement for a Bell 407GXi with
delivery anticipated in August. The company originally owned a Bell 505 but is
upgrading to the 407.
D.P

NEWS CLIPS
Boost Showcasing New External
Cargo Suspension Line
Boost Human External Cargo (HEC) Systems
(Booth 1804) is showcasing its new insulated
Generation II HEC suspension line that is encased full-length in clear urethane rubber and
provides both strength and ease of inspection.
The company provides STC’d HEC kits for
popular helicopter models, including the Airbus
AS350, AS355, and H125; Bell 205, 206,
212, 407, and 412; and McDonnel Douglas
MD500 series.
“Without a doubt, our Gen II HEC
suspension line is the safest, most advanced
suspension line system available to HEC crews
operating in the powerline industry,” said Boost
Systems v-p of operations Jeff Yarnold.

Blueberry Moves $80M
Worth of Helicopters in 2021
Blueberry Aviation (Booth 6208) completed
28 helicopter transactions worth more than
$80 million around the globe last year. The
company provides helicopter and commercial
aircraft placement, sourcing, and consultancy
services from its offices in Monaco, Dublin,
New York City, and Singapore.
Since 2003 it has completed more than 460
helicopter transactions worth some $1.67 billion
with 270 customers. This year, the company delivered eight helicopters in January and February.
“Overall, despite logistical complications
and travel restrictions sometimes stretching average delivery time frames, the market is clearly
active and opportunities lie ahead for our industry,” said Blueberry executive v-p Aubrey Point.

JSFirm: ‘Everyone
Is Hiring’ in Aviation
Aviation industry jobs have not only rebounded
from the pandemic slump, but they have also
soared 30 percent from pre-Covid levels, according to employment service JSFirm. “Companies are scrambling and competing with
each other to attract and retain qualified candidates,” said JSFirm’s executive director Abbey
Hutter. “The job market is candidate-driven and
they have plenty of job opportunities in front of
them. Competition between companies is fierce
and showing no signs of slowing down”
Helicopter-related jobs make up 40
percent of JSFirm’s postings, Hutter said. For
that reason, the company sponsored HAI’s
military-to-civilian, or Mil2Cil, workshop and
career fair at Heli-Expo.

Visit Us At
HeliExpo

Genesys Avionics Suite™
Flight Deck Upgrade System

Booth #5107

Fly It Your Way!
A
Customizable
Modernized
Flight
Deck For
Today's and
Tomorrow's
Missions.

Genesys Avionics Suite™:
Renew the operational life and

The Genesys Avionics Suite™
includes EFIS displays (with
integrated Synthetic Vision, Highway-InThe-Sky, moving map, weather/terrain/
TAWS, FMS,
), HeliSAS®
autopilot, GDR digital Nav/Comm
radio, and assocated sensors and

Genesys-Aerosystems.com

Call +1.817.215.7600 or visit
EFIS.Genesys-Aerosystems.com
for more information
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Erickson
celebrates
50 years
as big helo
operator
Erickson’s 50-year span includes a storied history as an operator of large helicopters. Since 1992, the
company has owned the S-64 Air Crane type certificate and continues to keep the model up to date.
editions became virtually synonymous with
the type.
Since then, the company—which acquired
the type certificate from Sikorsky in 1992 and
restarted production as the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of the rebranded
S-64 Air Crane—has used the heavy-lift
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Erickson is celebrating a milestone this
year with its half-century anniversary. The
company was founded in 1971 by Jack Axel
Erickson, an Oregonian with a background
in logging who had the idea to use a helicopter to harvest timber from steep terrain in
northern California. After experimenting
with a Sikorsy S-61, he determined it was too
small for the task so he leased a more powerful S-64 Sky Crane from Sikorsky and formed
Erickson Air-Crane Co., which over its later
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by Curt Epstein

Washington Air National Guard pilot Thomas Foose tries his hand with the CATI mixed-reality flight
simulator at the SGB Enterprises exhibit (Static S16). Mixed-reality systems use cameras on the front
of virtual-reality headsets to allow pilots to interact with the cockpit environment.
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helicopter around the world developing new
technologies in its utilization and expanding
its capabilities into firefighting construction,
and powerline infrastructure. One of Erickson’s first modifications after acquiring the
type was developing a 2,600-gallon fire suppression system as a bolt-on accessory.
The company operates 18 of the 45 S-64s
currently in service while providing support
for the type globally as OEM. Aside from
Erickson’s S-64E and -F models, its fleet also
includes Bell 214STs (Erickson also holds
the type certificate) and Airbus H225 Super
Pumas, along with fixed-wing Beech 1900Ds
and Casa 212s.
“It has been a 50-year journey full of challenges, changes, and the professional commitment of our employees, both past and
present, that has made Erickson the successful company it has become,” said Brittany
Black, senior v-p of sales, marketing, and business development.
Last August, the company announced that
it had retained merger and acquisition consultancy Houlihan Lokey to accelerate its growth.
“We are seeking a strategic partner who shares
our vision, our commitment to customers and
employees, and can add operation value in the
aviation and aerospace industry,” said CEO
and director Doug Kitani at the time, adding
that Erickson’s aim was to upgrade its assets
“including technology advances in the S-64
Super Air Crane and expand our capabilities
in MRO.”

Aero Asset establishes
helicopter acquisition arm
by Mark Huber
Toronto-based Aero Asset (Booth 5721) has
launched Aero Asset Acquisitions, a business dedicated to acquiring and reselling
helicopters financed by 1st Source Bank. The
Indiana-based specialty finance group at 1st
Source focuses on aircraft finance.
“This new business unit purchases turbine
helicopters, single- and twin-engine, in any
configuration and from any region of the
world. Following purchase, it relocates and
repurposes the asset as may be necessary for
remarketing and sale,” said Aero Asset president Emmanuel Dupuy. “We recently closed
on our first acquisition—Airbus Helicopter
EC135P2+ S/N 0534—out of Hong Kong. This
helicopter is now on its way to the United
States, where it will be remarketed and sold.”

Aero Asset Acquisitions recently closed on its
first helicopter acquisition—an Airbus EC135P2+.
The light twin will be moved to the U.S. for remarketing and sale.
Aero Asset Acquisitions is managed by
an experienced transaction team with readily available funds. It offers inventory and
trade-in services to clients and strategic partners worldwide. The company also publishes
Heli Market Trends, a preowned helicopter
market report.

IFD-SERIES

If you have been thinking of upgrading
or adding a FMS/GPS/NAV/COM then
consider the Avidyne IFD Series.

NEWS CLIPS
Aviation Battery Systems
Adds to Line of StartStick GPUs
Aviation Battery Systems (ABS) has added
a 20-amp-hour ground power unit (GPU) to
its StartStick line of portable GPUs. Dubbed
StartStick 20, the new GPU is on display at ABS’s
Heli-Expo exhibit (Booth 8527).
Weighing in at 20 pounds with a compact
form factor, the StartStick 20 provides remote
starts, avionics updates, and compressor
washes for ease of field and ramp operations.
StartStick GPUs provide multiple starts of
single- and twin-engine helicopters and fixedwing aircraft before requiring a recharge.
Its GPU/NATO power port connector works
with a range of aircraft. StartStick can also be
recharged during flight using a 28-volt connection or by a hangar wall socket. A display allows
operators to view on-condition data such as the
state of charge and other annunciations.
Nearly 2,000 StartStick units are in operation globally, with growing use among air
medical, corporate, firefighting, law enforcement, and utility operators.

HELIOS™

Avidyne Helios is a new multifunction
SBAS flight management system that

IFD550

sets a new standard for integration

Manufactured in Melbourne, FL

in rotorcraft category navigation

the Avidyne IFDs provide pilots

systems. Designed for the rigorous

with a better, safer way to fly
and can be installed within
weeks not months.
avidyne.com/heli

IFD540

demands of corporate, military
and special-mission helicopters.

IFD440

Get yours shipped right away!
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by Kerry Lynch

MARIANO ROSALES

The European Helicopter Association
(Booth 7319) is bringing back the European
Rotors conference and exhibition in November, following the debut late last year of
the VTOL show and safety conference that
exceeded expectations.
The second edition of the event will run
from November 7 to 10 in Cologne, Germany,
with the exhibition portion open in the latter
three days. As with the inaugural European
Rotors event, the November show will be
held in tandem with EASA’s annual Rotorcraft and VTOL symposium that delves into
safety issues.
In addition, EHA executive director Isabella Abbate said this year’s European Rotors
is lining up sessions to focus on an array of
issues affecting operations, training, and
maintenance. Noting that EHA is calling the
event a VTOL show rather than a rotorcraft
conference, Abbate said plans include a drone
pavilion and other activities to reach across a
spectrum of vertical flight.
EHA is encouraged that the event will
build on the inaugural show, Abbate said.
European Rotors was to have launched in
2020 but was postponed in the thick of the
pandemic. When the event did launch in

November 2021—while the pandemic was
still prevalent—it still drew more than 150
exhibitors from 36 countries.
Abbate added that organizers are hoping
that, if the pandemic should continue to ebb
and European countries continue to reopen,
the November conference and exhibition will
continue to expand. This includes bringing in
more participation from companies and organizations outside of Europe that were unable
to attend last year because of the pandemic.
A promising sign for the show is that 25
percent of exhibitors in 2021 had immediately
signed up for the 2022 show.
Plans call to hold the event annually but
rotate it to different locations around Europe,
with Cologne housing the event every other
year. Cologne will be the anchor location
because that is where EASA has its headquarters, Abbate explained.
Helicopter Association International is
supporting the event as the two associations
agreed to more closely collaborate on projects of mutual interest. That collaboration
was announced during the 2021 European
Rotors show. “This partnership strengthens
the already close relationship between HAI
and EHA and represents our commitment to
work together to meet our aligned goals,” HAI
president and CEO James Viola said.

The European Helicopter Association is here at Heli-Expo 2022 to promote its second-annual
European Rotors show, which is scheduled for November 7 to 10 in Cologne, Germany.
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Euro helo group is taking
Rotors show for 2nd spin
Vita Inclinata
returns with hoist,
sling load stabilizer
Two years ago at Heli-Expo, Vita Inclinata introduced its concept for a
fan-powered hoist or sling load stabilization system. Now the company (Booth
8243) is demonstrating its operational
and available sling load and hoist rescue models at this year’s show.
The Hoist Rescue system consists
of battery-powered fans mounted in a
fixture underneath a Stokes litter basket, Skedco stretcher, or rescue bag. Its
Sling Load model is designed to stabilize larger loads. When the litter or load,
suspended from a single cable, inevitably spins, a touch of a button on the
Vita controller generates counter-spin
air blasts from a fan at each corner of
the unit, and in short order the load
stops spinning.
“Nobody thought that could be fixed,”
said Caleb Carr, president and CEO of
Vita Inclinata and also a former search
and rescue technician. Helicopter pilots
can correct a load’s swinging action,
he added, but not spin. With the Hoist
Rescue or Sling Load system, “you can
orient the load as you fly in,” he said.
The U.S. Army purchased 15 of the
systems last year and is buying more
this year. During its testing, the Army
found it could fly four hoist missions
in the time it used to take to do just
one, he said. The return on investment
comes quickly in fuel savings over just
six months of typical operation. The first
Hoist Rescue system for a civil operator
went to Two Bear Air Rescue, a Whitefish, Montana operator.
M.T.

No S-76Ds were shipped last year, and while the market for the medium-twin helicopter has been slim,
Sikorsky continues supporting the S-76 fleet with spare parts and services.

Sikorsky pondering
future plans for S-76D
by Mark Huber
Sikorsky is exploring what’s next for its S-76D
medium-twin turbine helicopter. Deliveries of
new S-76Ds are all but moribund and the model
is effectively out of production—per General
Aviation Manufacturers Association data, zero
were shipped last year and only a dozen were
handed over between 2016 and 2020.
Meanwhile, parent company Lockheed Martin chose not to commit engineering resources
to make the S-76D compliant with FAA crashresistant fuel tank standards for new-production helicopters that took effect in April 2020,

according to Jason Lambert, Sikorsky v-p for
global military and commercial systems.
“The S-76D has a great safety record, but it
does not specifically comply with this crashworthy fuel system regulation,” he told AIN.
Lambert called the engineering resources associated with satisfying compliance “cost-prohibitive,” adding that “there is not a good business
case” to do it. However, Lambert held out the
possibility that production could be resumed
offshore via “global licensing [with] third parties” and that, while the current design did not
meet FAA regulation, it could be delivered to
numerous other countries, noting that the first

VIP S-76D was delivered to India.
Lambert stressed that Sikorsky is maintaining an active spares production line for
the S-76 at the Stratford, Connecticut plant,
where the company manufactures all the
dynamic components for its civil and military
helicopters. Final assembly and completion
of both the S-76D and the larger S-92A had
taken place at Sikorsky’s Coatesville, Pennsylvania plant, but the recent flagging helicopter
market prompted Sikorsky to announce the
closure of that facility last year. The company
then redistributed various tasks previously
performed in Coatesville to Sikorsky/Lockheed Martin facilities in Oswego, New York;
West Palm Beach, Florida; and Stratford.
Sikorsky delivered the first S-76 in 1979 and
has sold more than 800 across several variants
differentiated by varying avionics packages
and engines. The first S-76D was first delivered in 2013 at a retail price of $12.5 million.
Compared with the S-76C, the -D model features more powerful and fuel-efficient Pratt &
Whitney Canada PW210S engines, increased
useful load, rotor blades with icing protection,
and intuitive Thales TopDeck avionics that
allow for single-pilot IFR operations.

Metro Aviation delivers two medevac EC145s
Metro Aviation has delivered two EC145e
air medical-outfitted helicopters to Flight
For Life, which will replace aircraft at its
Waukesha and Burlington, Wisconsin bases.
One of the EC145e helicopters, which is a
new type for Flight For Life, is on display at
Booth 7736 this week at Heli-Expo.
Both helicopters are outfitted with Metro’s standard critical-care medical interior
and Genesys Aerosystems HeliSAS autopilot and are certified for IFR operation. The
aircraft also are equipped with the Outerlink Global Solutions IRIS real-time datalink

and tracking technology, which includes a
voice, video, and flight data recorder.
“Working with the team at Metro Aviation
was fantastic,” said Flight For Life executive
director Leif Erickson. “The IRIS system in
these aircraft will provide us with so much
more information during flight operations and
is precedent-setting for us in terms of safety.”
Metro helped Genesys obtain the STC for
the aircraft in 2019. With IFR approval, the
helicopter incorporates stability augmentation technology to decrease pilot workload,
according to Metro Aviation.
D.P.
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IBAC’s IS-BAO update
benefits helo operations
by Kerry Lynch
Celebrating the 20th anniversary of its International Standard for Business Aircraft Operations (IS-BAO), the International Business
Aviation Council (IBAC) has released its first
update to the standard in four years, including
changes that better adapt to certain practices
for helicopter operations. In addition, IBAC,
which is exhibiting in the Heli-Expo rotor
safety zone (Booth 6802), is expanding its
IS-BAO portfolio to now include remotely
piloted aircraft systems (RPAS).
IS-BAO program director Andrew Karas
said the most recent update was designed to
“lean out” some of the content and provide
clarity as the industry has evolved, including
additional information on night vision goggle
operations, as well as stabilized approaches
for rotary-wing aircraft.
He added that the changes involving the
helicopter operations were among the more
significant in the update. “We’ve started incorporating a more focused standard to specific
rotary-wing operations,” he said.
IBAC director-general Kurt Edwards noted
that “the helicopter community is something

we’ve been trying to emphasize much more
recently.” While working with organizations
such as HAI has helped the organization expand
its outreach, “relative to fixed-wing operators, I
think we have a lot of progress to make and it’s
something we are certainly working on.”
Part of that outreach was bringing on
board IBAC operations manager Katherine
Hilst, who has been deeply involved in the
rotorcraft industry. Her helicopter operations
background includes working as a pilot in Los
Angeles, a safety manager in Alaska, and owner
of her own helicopter company that “made me
very aware of safety and proactive initiatives to
maximize your safety margins.” Later becoming an attorney and getting into crash litigation,
it hit home “what happens when it goes wrong.”
She then became an aviation safety auditor and
worked at the FAA before ultimately stepping
into her current IBAC role three years ago.
During that time, IBAC has been collaborating with HAI on how the two organizations
can work more closely together, Hilst said,
pointing out that HAI president and CEO
James Viola has been on the IS-BAO board.
This led to further discussions about the
standard itself. “Our goal was really some

Phoenix Air Unmanned is the first remotely piloted aircraft systems operator to meet IBAC’s new
remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) standards and earn IS-BAO RPAS registration.
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clarification on rotor operations and to provide a little more guidance with operational
assistance,” she said. “And I think one of the
big ones was stabilized approaches.”
Hilst explained that stabilized approaches
are more often looked at for fixed-wing operations, so the standards board wanted to
highlight it specifically for rotorcraft operators. “This is really to make sure an aircraft is
always in a stabilized area to make a landing,”
she said, noting the update discusses why a
helicopter operator may want to go around.
Meanwhile, the standards board included a
new section that delves into support for decision-making on landing when the continued
safety of the flight is ever in question, she
said. This follows the theme of HAI’s Land
and Live initiative.
Overall, she said the standard has become
a “massive improvement” since it first applied
to helicopters a decade ago, becoming clearer
and more relevant. “It’s a great thing to see
because the standard can apply to a range of
operations,” Hilst said. This includes in size
and mission, she added, estimating that about
15 percent of IS-BAO operators are rotorcraft
operators globally.
On the move into remote-pilot operations,
Karas noted that some of its participating
operators, as well as its auditors, have begun
operating RPAS. In addition, standalone RPAS
operators have sought out best practices and
safety management systems. “Our focus is to
evolve with the industry and to move forward
with it as this technology starts to develop and
expand around the world. We’re adopting that
with this sector,” he added.
IBAC’s RPAS standards were developed
through an advisory board that represents a
range of industry professionals—Joby Aviation
among them—as well as auditors. The working group looked at the traditional IS-BAO
standard to see how it could be adapted and
further addressed the concept with the International Civil Aviation Organization.
In January, Cartersville, Georgia-based
Phoenix Air Unmanned became the first to
receive RPAS IS-BAO registration, having
worked with IBAC on a pilot program. Phoenix
Air Unmanned is a sister company to Phoenix
Air Group, an IS-BAO-registered charter aircraft operator with a fleet of 49 Gulfstream,
Learjet, and Embraer business jets.
William Lovett, managing director at
Phoenix Air Unmanned, said the company is
“committed to implementing best practices in
unmanned flight.”

HELICOPTER ENGINES

RESPONSIVE AND
MISSION-FOCUSED

#ARRIUS #ARRIEL #ARRANO #MTR390 #ARDIDEN #MAKILA #RTM322 #ANETO

safran-helicopter-engines.com
@SafranHCEngines
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Responsiveness and focus, these key qualities are shared with our customers
and reflected in their missions every day. With unparalleled helicopter engines
and the steadfast commitment of our support teams, we are a market leader
dedicated to your success.

StandardAero upgrading
sheriff’s helo for hot/high
by Jerry Siebenmark
StandardAero (Booth 2417) has begun the second phase of a program to upgrade the Pinal
County, Arizona Sheriff Department’s Bell
UH-1H helicopter for hot, high, and heavy
operations. The program, which is underway
at StandardAero’s helicopter airframe facility
in British Columbia, is expected to be completed in five to six months.

Included in the second phase are airframe
modifications to the lift beam, main beams,
and tailboom attach areas, as well as engine
mount and main transmission mount areas.
Main transmission and driveshaft assemblies
also will be upgraded. Those modifications are
designed for increasing horsepower and torque
that is required to improve lift capability to
5,000 pounds of external cargo capacity and a
10,500-pound external gross weight limitation.

They are in addition to first-phase modifications for improved hover-hold, yaw control
and reduced torque, tail rotor power requirements, and fuel consumption. First-phase
upgrades also include an upgraded engine and
transmission cooling system.
StandardAero launched the UH-1H airframe upgrade program in 1992 and since
then has performed more than 150 of them
for military and restricted-category operators.
In 2023, the sheriff ’s department is considering a third phase in which installation of Bell
212 main rotor blades would provide a 10,500pound internal and 11,200-pound external
gross weight on its UH-1H.

NEWS NOTE

East/West designs and manu-

-

received approval to begin full-rate produc-

A StandardAero technician works on the tailboom of the Pinal County Sheriff’s UH-1H to modify it as
part of the MRO provider’s program to upgrade the type for hot, high, and heavy operations.

Anodyne Electronics Manufacturing expands Kelowna facility
Canadian avionics manufacturing company Anodyne Electronics
Manufacturing (AEM, Booth 7450) has expanded with a new 40,000sq-ft facility in Kelowna, British Columbia. Announced in 2020,
the facility was designed to boost operating efficiency through
improved product flow during manufacturing and increased collaboration among employees.
AEM’s upgraded facility is 10,000 sq ft larger than its previous building
and will be outfitted with a new Muratec sheet-metal press, additional
military-specification standard light patterning stations for illuminated
panel manufacturing, paint booth, and an Alodine line. The company
moved into its new digs a few months ago and already is seeing
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improvements in manufacturing processes, according to CEO Brian Wall.
“The real opportunity this new facility brings is its custom footprint,
layout, modern equipment, and efficiencies through optimization of
space while providing amenities and comforts for our staff,” Wall said.
Known best for aircraft loudspeaker systems, AEM in 2021
bought the Eagle Audio product line, which includes the P139-HD
digital audio system and custom P122 and P132 avionics consoles
for the Airbus AS350/H125 helicopter. That product line was added
to the existing AEM lineup of loudspeaker systems, caution warning
panels, illuminated panels, and audio accessories that are built at
the company’s Kelowna facility.
D.P.

Ready
to train
with a global organization that’s been
developing leading-edge training systems and
tools for over 70 years, sharpening your career
skills and expanding your opportunities

with the leader
in pilot training
technology?
CAE is ready
when you are.
Explore more reasons for working with the team
that works with you — at cae.com/helicopter-training

BARRY AMBROSE

Helicopter air ambulances
facing pandemic burnout
by Mark Huber
Kenny Morrow needs to hire 35
more pilots. The market is slim
pickings and Morrow is happy
that his company’s need is not
greater. The COO of Metro Aviation oversees pilots and mechanics supporting 160 helicopter air
ambulances—around 85 percent
of them light twins—that primarily fly for hospital programs
nationwide. Metro’s fleet flies
roughly 130 missions per day, and
Covid-19 has definitely accelerated that pace.
Over the last two years, helicopter air ambulances have flown
into the eye of the great pandemic burnout, a microcosm of
an overtaxed healthcare system
that seems at times held together
with little more than paper clips
and duct tape. The increased
flight volume is being driven by
what Morrow calls health care
“Tetris,” a reference to the computer puzzle game. Covid has created stresses and shortages in the

healthcare system as a whole and
more patients need to be moved
between facilities to get appropriate care due to capacity and medical personnel shortages. While
many of these transports are far
from exigent, ground ambulances
alone can’t handle the load.
“They call it bed management.
They play this giant game of Tetris
trying to fit people in where they
belong with the right healthcare
providers,” Morrow said. “The
ground [ambulance] providers
have been struggling to keep up
with the demand and that has
pushed a lot of these transports
to the air side.” The trend means
healthcare facilities must meticulously justify each air transport
and document that no other
patient conveyance is available.
Covid has also complicated
air ambulance scheduling and
outfitting, Morrow said. While a
program used to be able to turn
around a helicopter in 30 minutes,
due to Covid disinfection protocols, that time has grown to two
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hours or more. And when it does
pick up a patient, the demand for
onboard oxygen is much higher
when transporting a breathingcompromised Covid patient.
He added, “The treatment that
they’re [flight nurses, paramedics,
and doctors] providing to patients
while in transport consumes a lot
more oxygen supply than what we
have been accustomed to and now
we have to carry additional oxygen
tanks. Things like that just change
the landscape.”
But the biggest change has
been among Metro’s pilots and
mechanics, who, along with an
outfitted helicopter, are typically
provided as part of the company’s
contract with each medical program it serves. The current competitive employment environment
means that Metro has had to pay
these team members signing and
retention bonuses, improve base
wages, substantially increase overtime incentives, and offer a more
liberal vacation/personal days off
policy, Morrow said.

And sometimes that isn’t even
enough to combat occupational
burnout. Metro was offering
time and a half overtime pay and
bumped that to double time starting this year for pilots who cover
open shifts to which they were not
originally assigned.
It has also liberalized its workfrom-home policy—when possible—and now allows employees
to use days off as they are accrued,
as opposed to requiring them to
bank them for use in the next calendar year.
The pandemic has shifted how
employees view work-life balance
not just for Metro, but for the rest
of the U.S., Morrow believes. “It’s
not about the money anymore,
it’s quality of life. There’s a shift.
People want to spend more time
with their families. And it’s not
just pilots, but people in general.”

Workforce Issues
Cameron Curtis, CEO of the
Association of Air Medical Services (AAMS), the air ambulance
transport lobby, agrees. She said
AAMS is developing tools and
programs to address air ambulance personnel issues in the pandemic era. “We’re going to focus
on workforce issues and how we
can support our members,” she
said. This includes formation of
a “workforce issues council.”
“People are burned out, everyone
in health care is just exhausted,”
she said. “What you are seeing in
the greater healthcare industry is
happening everywhere. There’s
more wage competition and offers
of more benefits, more time off,
that sort of thing.” In addition to
education and patient outcome
programs, Curtis said AAMS is
focusing on the “Taking Care of
Our Own” program through the
Medevac Foundation to address air
ambulance crew needs exacerbated
by the stress of the pandemic.
“The program is focused on working with frontline first responders
with regard to substance abuse,
continues on page 20

PIONEER
THE FUTURE

suicide prevention, and mental
health and wellness.” Curtis added
that these crews have endured
conditions “that are unimaginable
to many of us who haven’t [been
there]. Everyone is just stressed out
and needs a break. We’re working
to create solutions and resources
that not only support our members
but everyone from the bottom up.”
Against this backdrop,
AAMS members, particularly
community-based programs—as
opposed to hospital-based programs—are struggling with the
interim final rules created by
administrating agencies related to
the federal “No Surprises” medical billing act, which took effect
earlier this year.
While AAMS and its members
support that legislation, they are
at odds with its implementation.
At issue are the rules governing
the independent dispute resolution (IDR) process to settle
billing and compensation differences between insurers and medical providers.
AAMS claims they are skewed
in favor of health insurers, allowing them to underpay all health
care providers including the air
ambulance sector.
AAMS has sued in federal court
on behalf of its members, claiming that the implementation governing the IDR process is unfair.
Chris Eastlee, AAMS v-p of public
affairs, claims at least one large
health insurer, bolstered by the
rules related to the No Surprises
act, is no longer entering into
in-network agreements with air
ambulance companies. This has
potential long-term negative consequences for broad swaths of
the air ambulance business and
imposes arbitrary rules that do not
consider “the quality of the medical care or capabilities of the crew.”
AAMS is not alone in its opposition to the rules, Eastlee said,
noting that they are also opposed
by the American Medical Association and a variety of group

MARIANO ROSALES

continued from page 18

At this year’s Heli-Expo, Metro Aviation celebrated its 40th anniversary, displaying this Texas DPS Airbus H125 and
an EC145e that it completed for Wisconsin-based Flight For Life.
medical practices. But for AAMS
the implementation rules “and
the effect [they] may have on the
sustainability of emergency medical transport” looms large, he said.
For now, at least, Eastlee said
the economic state of the industry remains robust, albeit under
increasing cost and staffing pressures. “I would say that the overall
health of the industry is still very,
very strong,” he said. “While the
pandemic has caused issues with
both the supply chain and staffing,
we’ve never seen a greater need for
emergency medical transport.”

Lower-cost Options
But cost pressures continue to
lurk in the background. Metro’s
Morrow points to the success of
its EC145e program as an example. Metro has negotiated for
the delivery of 37 of these lowerpriced Airbus Helicopters light
twins in recent years, and the
program has been a hit with both
customers of its own programs
and competitors it supplies that
are looking for a cost-effective
solution for an IFR-capable twin
with the ability to transport outsized equipment such as patient
isolettes, carry extra medical
crew, and fly longer missions.
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He also said the company is in company, which recently acquired
discussions with customers over Trinity Air, a firm that specializes
the implementation of drones in arranging human organ and
as a further cost-cutting mea- medical supply transport, adding
sure. Metro is studying the use it to its own growing MediMobility
of drones in-house as a means organ transport business.
of cutting its helicopter parts
While Blade is best-known as a
inventory costs. Each Metro base per-seat helicopter booking platstocks roughly $200,000 worth of form, organ transport at the end
parts, he said.
of 2021 accounted for more than
By using drones to ferry parts 25 percent of its total revenues.
between proximate bases on
“There’s a lot of growth opporan as-needed basis, Metro can tunity there,” Weisenthal said,
potentially cut those inventory adding that Blade can cut the cost
costs substantially. “We could cut of organ transport by up to 75 perthe amount of inventory that we cent flying organs in helicopters
have to keep on hand probably in and eventually other VTOL airhalf, which is huge. We’re talking craft, compared to the current
patchwork of a combination of
real money.”
Unmanned and drone delivery ground ambulances and fixedaircraft are “obviously the way of wing aircraft for the missions. “It
the future and there is going to be lowers the costs for hospitals and
demand, but there is a lot of work patients,” he said.
that has to be done airspace- and
Sikorsky’s Igor Cherepinsky,
certification-wise,” Morrow said. director of innovations, sees a
Metro is also experiment- role for its Matrix autonomous
ing with the use of weather flight technology in future air
cameras as a way to minimize medical applications, and this can
canceled flights due to off-site be scaled to aircraft as small as
eVTOLs and “even smaller” airweather reporting.
Blade Air Mobility CEO Rob craft. “You can scale the Matrix
Weisenthal already sees both architecture for the use case,” he
current helicopter and future said. znd “even smaller” aircraft.
unmanned medical transport as “You can scale the Matrix architecan expanding profit center for his ture for the use case,” he said.
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Airbus singles get upgrades
by Mark Huber
Airbus Helicopters (Booth 7750) is grafting
several improvements onto its line of singleengine helicopters.
BLR Aerospace’s (Booth 8653) H125 FastFin
System is now available for the H125 with the
Arriel 2D engine power upgrade that Airbus
Helicopters certified in October. The FastFin
System, combined with the additional engine
power, will boost useful load by up to 485
pounds and the OGE hover ceiling mtow by

2,750 feet, to 13,900 feet. According to BLR,
the company is working toward EASA and
other validations of the system.
New this year is a revised H130 instrument panel featuring the Garmin G500H
TXi touchscreen display, as well as optional
lightweight data recorders for the H125 and
the H130 at the end of 2022 and 2023, respectively. On the training front, Airbus and VRM
Switzerland have collaborated on a small,
easily transportable virtual reality headset
simulator.

Leonardo AW139 sim installed in Japan
Leonardo (Booth 11454) and Japanese
logistics company Suzuyo have achieved
certification for an AW139 full-flight simulator in Japan. There are nearly 70 AW139s in
service in Japan flying missions such as law
enforcement, search and rescue, firefighting, and electronic newsgathering.
The sim, made by Leonardo in collaboration with CAE, will join an AW139 flight
training device already in place at Suzuyo’s

facilities, located near Mt. Fuji Shizuoka Airport, and will be operated by its subsidiary,
Fuji Aviation Systems. Leonardo is providing
Suzuyo with briefing and debriefing capabilities and additional training aids, such as
e-learning to support ground training delivery and the ETD Lite-5 advanced procedural
trainer, which is capable of being reconfigurable to support both AW139 and AW109
GrandNew helicopters.
M.H.

NEWS CLIPS
Donaldson’s IBF Turns 20
Donaldson (Booth 7440) celebrated surpassing the 20-year milestone since it launched its
inlet barrier filter (IBF). Since introducing the
IBF in 2001, Donaldson has shipped more than
10,000 units around the world and the company said they are now available for all aircraft
from the major OEMs.
IBFs protect helicopter engines from potentially damaging dust, sand, and debris. Donaldson operators with IBF-equipped aircraft have
experienced reduced engine maintenance costs,
more consistent flight operators, and extended
engine time on wing.

LCI Accepts Its 100th P&WC Engine

LCI (Booth 11348) took delivery of its100th
helicopter engine from Pratt & Whitney Canada
(P&WC). The leasing company’s portfolio
incorporates a number of helicopters powered
by P&WC engines, including the PT6C-67C,

PW210A, and PW207 aboard the Leonardo
AW139, AW169, and AW109S. LCI’s fleets also
include the PT6C-67E-powered Airbus H175.
“This announcement reflects LCI’s commitment to maintaining a young, modern, and
diverse fleet,” said LCI CEO Jaspal Jandu.
The addition also reflects the consistent growth
and diversification that the lessor has
experienced over time. Since its founding
in 2004, LCI has undertaken more than $8
billion in transactions in the fixed-wing and
helicopter markets.

HAI FRAT Available for Free
Helicopter Association International (HAI), in
partnership with Switzerland-based Next Generation Flight Training (Booth 6802), has rolled out
a new flight risk assessment tool (FRAT) and is offering the basic module for free to HAI members.
The tool provides operators an easy, objective
way to assess and mitigate flight risk.
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THE FUTURE OF ADVANCED AIR MOBILITY

GET THE LATEST NEWS, DATA, AND ANALYSIS
ON THE FUTURE OF CIVIL AVIATION
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DATABASE TRACKING
NEW AIRCRAFT PROGRAMS
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INTELLIGENCE, DATA AND
COMMENTARY

FutureFlight.aero

HIGHLY RESEARCHED,
TRENDS DRIVING CHANGE

An MRO Network
built around you

For today’s demanding operations, reliable maintenance, repair and overhaul
services are essential to keep your fleet flying safely and efficiently. Leonardo
Helicopters’ global MRO network guarantees rapid access to specialist support
when it’s needed most.
Leonardo’s growing capillary network of more than 90 service centres around the
world is backed by an expert team of over 100 technical representatives offering
continuous support to civil and military customers. Which means that whatever
your challenge, help is always close at hand.
Driven by passion to help you achieve mission success, Leonardo’s global support
network is always there for you.
Inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor –
Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.
Visit us at HAI HELI - EXPO, Stand 11454 - Hall F

leonardo.com
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